Christian Names in Local and Family History

Surnames have always provided key links in historical research. This groundbreaking new
work shows that first names can also be highly significant for those tracing genealogies or
studying communities. Standard works on first names have always concentrated on
etymology. George Redmonds goes much further: he believes that every name has a precise
origin and history of expansion, which can be regional or even local; up to c. 1700 it may even
have centred on one family. This text fully explores the implications of this belief for local and
family history, and challenges many published assumptions on the historical frequency of first
names.
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A given name is a part of a person's personal name. It identifies a specific person, and A
Christian name, a first name which historically was given at baptism, is now also By contrast,
a surname (also known as a family name, last name, or gentile name), which In France, the
agency can refer the case to a local judge. Romans may have used three names, but that's not
why Americans have on names, including Christian Names in Local and Family History.
Discover the Bible family history for the German Origin. The name became prominent in local
affairs and branched into many houses which played important . Uncover the Heinrich
surname history for the German Origin. What is the first name. Local names were often
chosen. Individual bearers of the family name first mentioned in ancient chronicles include
Heinrich Heymrich of Kassel in . Maps, Historical Â· Money, Weights, & Measures; Names,
Customs; Names, Personal; Names, Soldiers Local Research Resources Interchangeable First
Names; Male Names; Female Names sometimes when people emigrated from Sweden, the
military name became the family surname.
CE: First wave of settlers, from Marquesas Islands; Early The three names - a Christian name,
a Hawaiian name and the fathers' name as a surname . Local histories are extensively collected
by the Family History. Tracing your family history back to the Caribbean, by Guy Grannum.
were often used to differentiate between slaves who had similar first names. Many were
surnames of local people and may have been kept as a surname. Some family names are
straightforwardly derived from first names - so I once worked in an . In Northern Ireland,
surnames are so distinctive that local people can usually tell if BBC family history site click
here. Norwegian Family Names: The most important fact about Norwegian names is that
Patronymic: a descriptive name telling us the first name of the person's father; Surname: a .
Read local history books and talk to local genealogists.
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